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Abstract 
 Image retrieval is the technique that helps users to find and retrieve desired images from  
a huge image database. The user has firstly to formulate a query that expresses his/her needs. This query 
may appear in textual form as in semantic retrieval (SR), in visual example form as in query by visual 
example (QBVE), or as a combination of these two forms named query by semantic example (QBSE).  
The focus of this paper lies in the techniques of analyzing queries composed of multiple semantic 
examples. This is a very challenging task due to the different interpretations that can be drawn from the 
same query. To solve such a problem, we introduce a model based on Bayesian generalization.  
In cognitive science, Bayesian generalization, which is the base of most works in literature, is a method 
that tries to find, in one hierarchy of concepts, the parent concept of a given set of concepts. In addition 
and instead of using one single concept hierarchy, we propose a generalization so it can be used with 
multiple hierarchies where each one has a different semantic context and contains several abstraction 
levels. Our method consists in finding the optimal generalization by, firstly, determining the appropriate 
concept hierarchy, and then determining the appropriate level of generalization. Experimental evaluations 
demonstrate that our method, which uses multiple hierarchies, yields better results than those using only 
one single hierarchy. 
  
Keywords: bayesian models of generalization, concept hierarchy, generalization of concepts, image 
retrieval, query expansion, user intention 
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1. Introduction 
Due to the explosive growth in digital images, there has been an increasing interest in 
developing techniques to help users retrieving their desired images. These techniques are 
called “image retrieval” and they can be classified into two main categories which are, content 
based image retrieval CBIR [1-4] and text-based image retrieval TBIR [5-7].CBIR techniques 
use the visual content in order to retrieve, for a given query (e.g., image example, sketch, 
feature vector, etc.) [8], the similar ones. This visual content can be represented in terms of 
global features [9,10] (color, shape, and texture) or local features [11] (SIFT key points …).  
Query by visual example QBVE is one of the most used approaches in CBIR. However, 
the semantic gap between the low-level visual features and the high-level semantic meaning of 
images causes a high limitation in CBIR performance. The semantic gap could be defined as 
the contradiction between the human judgment and CBIR results. In other words, the semantic 
gap is the discrepancy between two interpretations, one of the user and the other of  
the machine [12].  
TBIR technics use text (e.g., image annotation or text surrounding it) as image 
descriptor. Due to its simplicity and rapidity, TBIR seems to be more desirable and practical for 
users. However, the quality of TBIR depends on the quality of the annotations that are often 
ambiguous and incomplete. For example, the same image may be annotated with two very 
different annotations based on the interests or the psychological state of the annotator. 
Additionally the annotations may be incomplete and do not fully describe the content of  
the image. 
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In order to eliminate the limitations of QBVE and TBIR, an alternative paradigm has 
been proposed and denoted as query by semantic example QBSE that combines both 
techniques [13]. In current work, we are concerned with QBSE. In QBSE paradigm, the query is 
composed of multiple images, where each image is labeled with different keywords that 
describe the different visual concepts within the image (e.g., house, rain, sunset, etc.) As a 
query, the system uses the keywords annotating the images rather than the images themselves. 
Furthermore, and in order to obtain a better performance, the system should not use these 
concepts as they are, instead, it has to generalize them to some common or more general 
concepts (e.g., the user is looking for animals, landscapes, etc.). The process of moving from a 
set of concepts to a more common or general concept is called “generalization”. 
Indeed, using queries that are composed of multiple images (i.e., multiple semantic 
examples) could significantly improve results. However, finding the appropriate generalization 
for these semantic examples is a very complicated task. Recently, many studies have been 
done trying to understand and simulate how humans generalize. Some of those works have 
used machine vision techniques [14-16], others have opted for Bayesian models of 
generalization [17-21]. Thus, a great progress has been achieved and generalization methods 
have been proposed. Starting from one concept hierarchy and a set of given positive concepts, 
the key idea is to find the appropriate level these concepts need to be generalized to. A concept 
hierarchy is made up of several abstraction levels where each level holds a set of concepts, 
which are represented by leaf nodes, as Figure 1 shows. However, one should know that  
the same set of concepts could be represented by different concept hierarchies based on  
the selected context. For example, animals could be categorized in a concept hierarchy based 
on their classes, region of leaving and diet, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. An example of a concept hierarchy and the corresponding images of  
some leaf nodes (ImageNet as instance) 
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Despite the great progress achieved by literature works trying to improve generalization, 
using only one concept hierarchy restricts machine to only one semantic context. Instead, 
machine should be able to generalize in multiple categories (i.e., contexts) as human does.  
The generalization should, therefore, be carried out using multiple concept hierarchies. To make 
things clearer, let us take the example illustrated in Figure 2. Human can generalize the 
concepts Elephant, Zebra and Giraffe to one hypothesis from the following hypothesis space  
H= {Mammal, Africa animals, Herbivores}. A hypothesis space is a set of all the possible 
generalizations obtained from the concepts that compose the given query. 
As shown in Figure 2 (a), animals have been categorized according to their family, 
whereas in Figure 2 (b) according to their diet and in Figure 2 (c) according to their region of 
living. This means that the generalization in each case will be performed using different concept 
hierarchy. Therefore, future works should focus on how to combine multiple concept hierarchies 
to grasp human intention by determining the appropriate context and level of the generalization.  
In classical techniques, similarity between images was calculated based on the number 
of common concepts that annotate those images. However, our approach is not limited to this 
naïve technique. Instead, it also analyses the semantic relationship between different image 
concepts. In concept hierarchies, a semantic relationship could be defined as a link that binds 
two concepts (i.e., father/son nodes). Locating the father node for a given set of nodes is called 
generalization. It is a very challenging task to determine what relationship assembles a set of 
given concepts. For example, are Elephant, Giraffe and Zebra Mammals or African animals? 
Our approach tries to generalize the query concepts by finding the most probable relationship 
that assembles them. In addition, we extract the concepts that are related to those of the query, 
which are called “hidden concepts”.  
To better grasp user intention, in this paper, we propose a method that generalizes user 
queries using multiple concept hierarchies. In our approach, we, firstly, try to determine the most 
probable context which corresponds to some concept hierarchy. After determining  
the appropriate concept hierarchy, we generalize the query concepts and extract the hidden 
concepts in order to be used in latter retrieval process. In addition, we introduce two new 
concept hierarchies to be used in our method along with ImageNet. Our paper is organized as 
follows. In section 2, we overview the related work. In section 3, we describe our proposed 
solution. Section 4 shows details of the experimentation and the obtained results. Finally, we 
draw some conclusions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Concepts may be categorized in different ways based on the selected context: 
(a) animals categorized according to their family, (b) animals categorized according to their diet, 
(c) animals categorized according to their living region 
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2. Related Work 
Many literature researches in cognitive science have attempted to develop methods that 
are able to simulate the performance of the human to learn novel visual concepts from positive 
examples. For example, in [22], the authors have tried to explain how a human child learns new 
words from a set of pre-provided positive examples. Humans are able to generalize complex 
sets of images that contain different objects (e.g., natural scene, animals, etc.) very quickly. 
Besides, humans are able to extract the relationship between a given set of concepts in different 
contexts. By exploiting concept hierarchies, numerous attempts have been made in  
the literature, attempting to reach human-like object generalization or categorization.  
Deng et al. [14], have introduced new classifiers that exploit a concept hierarchy consisting of 
many levels of abstraction. They have proposed a Dual Accuracy Reward Trade-off Search 
(DARTS) algorithm that aims to select the appropriate level of categorization in this concept 
hierarchy. However, these classifiers are not completely accurate in identifying leaf  
node classes.  
Some other works [15, 16] have tried to handle the problem of finding new  
categories based on pre-provided sets of labeled examples. The main aim in [15] for example 
was how to learn a new visual category (i.e., generalization) from few positive examples. 
Salakhutdinov et al [16], have presented a hierarchical classification model that allows rare 
objects to borrow statistical strength from related objects that have many training examples. 
However, the former two works have tried to improve the generalization using only the leave 
nodes of the concept hierarchy. Thus, they did not address the issue of discovering the hidden 
concepts between the leave nodes, which is a key idea for visual concept learning. 
Bayesian models of generalization [17-20] have been extensively used in cognitive 
science in order to resolve the issue of learning new words or concepts from an initial set of 
words or concepts. Given a concept hierarchy, Bayesian models of generalization basic idea 
revolves around finding the optimal degree of generalization, in this hierarchy, for any set of 
concepts [21]. Tenenbaum and Griffiths, [18] have referred to such an approach as ‘the size 
principle’ and they have shown how it could potentially explain a wide range of phenomena in 
category learning, generalization, and similarity judgment. Such phenomena were not previously 
unified under one single rational-inference. In more recent work, Xu and Tenenbaum [19] have 
developed a new Bayesian word-learning model. Their model appeared to be capable of 
mimicking human generalization judgments to create a hypothesis space for three categories 
(animals, vehicles, and vegetables) with few positive examples. However, their work is too hard 
to be extended to other categories.  
Abbott et al, [20] have proposed a Bayesian-based model for automatically generating 
hypothesis spaces that are used for generalization. In their model, WordNet database has been 
used to generate the tree-structured hypothesis space for different concepts. WordNet is a 
database that encodes the semantic relationships between concepts as a network. On the other 
hand, ImageNet has been used to indicate the images corresponding to each of these concepts. 
Unlike the previous works, Abbott’s automatically generated hypothesis space that can be used 
in any category. 
Recent works in visual recognition [23-26] and image retrieval [27] have used 
hierarchical structures that contain a high number of classes. N. Verma et al. [24] proposed a 
novel framework to determine the similarity rate between images. In the hierarchy, two images 
are considered to be similar if the distance between their annotations (i.e., concepts) is 
minimum and vice-versa. Jia et al. [23] have proposed a system that integrates both Bayesian 
models of generalization and machine vision techniques. Their main aim was to determine 
whether a query image is related to a concept generated from some given set of images. 
Likewise, they have used ImageNet database to build their hypothesis space. In addition to the 
high performance their system shows, it seems to be similar to human reasoning in 
generalization. However, all works in the context of concept generalization suffer from one 
major problem which is performing generalization using only one concept hierarchy. Therefore, 
they are restricted to only one context of generalization unlike humans. To make this latter point 
clearer let’s take the example illustrated in Figure 3. In Figure 3 (a), the relationship between the 
three images comes in terms of Family (i.e., Birds), whereas in Figure 3 (b) another kind of 
relationship gathers the three images, which is the diet (i.e., omnivores). Finally, in Figure 3 (c), 
the relationship is living region (i.e., Asia Animals).  
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Figure 3. Examples of some generalizations in different contexts (a) generalization by family,  
(b) generalization by living region, (c) generalization by diet 
 
 
Supposing that we have a query that contains three concepts: Elephant, Zebra, and 
Giraffe as we have shown previously in Figure 2. Conventional systems [23] interpret, or rather 
generalize, this query to the concept Mammal, which is totally correct. However, several other 
meaningful concepts can be inferred. These concepts, such as African animal, may be closest 
to the user intention than the concept Mammal. In order to remove this confusion and precisely 
detects the user intention, we propose to enrich the existing hierarchies with other ones; for 
example, adding the hierarchy that assembles concepts according to their diet and also 
according to their region of living. Figure 4 shows the difference between our generalization and 
that of a conventional system. In the next section, we introduce our method where we try to 
improve the generalization task by making it able to deal with multiple concept hierarchies. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Illustrates the difference between our generalization scheme  
and a conventional system in [23] 
 
 
3. Proposed Solution 
In this section, we present the details of the proposed method. We start by giving details 
about the Bayesian Concept Learning, after that we define the concept hierarchies CHs in our 
framework. Then, we explain our generalization scheme, and finally we present the analysis of 
some example queries. 
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3.1. Bayesian Concept Learning 
Bayesian framework for concept learning and generalization techniques [19], are 
particularly useful in the case where learning is performed using only a small number of positive 
examples. In particular, the problem can be looked to as follows: Given a set of n examples (i.e., 
images in our case) X={x1….xn} which can be grouped under a specific concept C as shown in 
Figure 3. Given a new example y, the question is: Is y a member of X or not. To answer this 
question, Bayesian concept learning assumes the existence of a hypothesis space H such that 
H={h1….hn} where the most appropriate hypothesis hi can be considered as C. Each hypothesis 
hi (e.g., Animal, Mammal, Bird) corresponds to one cluster in the concept hierarchies.  
An illustration is given in Figure 2. The Bayesian learner evaluates all the hypotheses hi using 
Bayes rule as follows: 
 
𝑃(ℎ|𝑋) ∝ 𝑃(ℎ)𝑃(𝑋|ℎ) (1) 
 
such that P(h|X) is the posterior probability, P(h) the prior probability and P(X|h) 
the likelihood. The prior P(h) of the hypothesis is defined according to the Erlang distribution: 
 
𝑃(ℎ)𝛼(|ℎ|/𝜎2)exp{−|ℎ|/𝜎} (2) 
 
where |h| is the size of the hypothesis h (number of leaf nodes) and σ parameter is the mean 
size of the basic level hypotheses. The likelihood is determined by the assumption of randomly 
sampled positive examples. 
In the simplest case, each example in X is assumed to be independently sampled from 
a uniform density over the concept C. For n examples we then have: 
 
𝑃(𝑋|ℎ) = {
[
1
|ℎ|
]
𝑛
   if 𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝑛 ∈ ℎ
0             if any 𝑥𝑖 ∉ ℎ
 (3) 
 
prior work [19] focused on calculating the probability that a new object y is also a member of  
the concept C by averaging the predictions of all hypotheses weighted by their  
posterior probabilities: 
 
𝑃(𝑦 ∈ 𝐶|𝑋) = ∑ 𝑃(𝑦𝜖𝐶|ℎ)
ℎ∈𝐻
𝑃(ℎ|𝑋) (4) 
 
In our method, however, we focus on finding the hypothesis h that corresponds to  
the concept C. In particular, we haven’t a new example y, but rather a query X. Another 
substantial difference is that in the previous works [19] the hypothesis space H is generated 
according to only one concept hierarchy CH, which is not the case in our work because we 
consider 3 different CHs in generating H.  
To determine the most appropriate h from H, we calculate the posterior probability for 
each h, the appropriate h that corresponds to the concept C is the one having obtained  
the highest probability score (i.e., Maximum a Posteriori hypothesis hMAP). The hMAP is given by: 
 
ℎ𝑀𝐴𝑃 = argmax
ℎ∈𝐻
𝑃(𝑋|ℎ)𝑃(ℎ) (5) 
 
after having determined the most appropriate h, we consider the CH to which h belongs, and we 
omit the 2 others. Afterwards, we extract the remaining concepts that belong to C (i.e., hidden 
concepts). Finally, we detect images annotated by concepts contained in C and display them to 
the user. 
 
3.2. Presentation of Our Concept Hierarchies 
In our framework, we use three kinds of concept hierarchies to expand the scope of 
user understanding, where each hierarchy groups concepts according to a specific relationship. 
These relationships are: family, diet and living place. Next, we give details about each of them. 
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3.2.1. Concept Hierarchy According to Family CHa (ImageNet hierarchy)  
We use Image Net hierarchy as the first CH, we denote it by CHa. Image Net is a large 
image database which is based on the WordNet hierarchy. Each concept in WordNet is 
described by multiple words which are called a "synonym set" or "synset". We have chosen 
Image Net hierarchy because it has a rich hierarchy of concepts and it assembles millions of 
images (about ten million images that have been manually annotated). In our work, we are 
interested by the part which categorizes the animals as shown in Figure 5. 
 
3.2.2. Concept Hierarchy According to Diet CHb 
We build this type of relationship based on Wikipedia. Our hierarchy is built based on 
the food nature of each “synset” as shown in Figure 6. We denote the current CH by CHb. 
 
3.2.3. Concept Hierarchy According to Region of Living CHc 
The region of living is a synonym set within ImageNet, thus, we adopt a CH that groups 
concepts according to region of living as shown in Figure 7. We denote it by CHc. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Illustration of the concept  
hierarchy CHa 
 
Figure 6. Illustration of the concept  
hierarchy CHb 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Illustration of the concept hierarchy CHc 
 
 
3.3. Our Generalization Scheme 
Previous studies [19-21, 23] have attempted to learn concepts using a few number of 
positive examples. However, these studies have focused only on choosing the appropriate 
generalization level in a single concept hierarchy. This, in fact, can yield minor or completely 
irrelevant results. To overcome this problem and improve the results of the engine we use three 
kinds of CH in the generalization. The details of our generalization scheme are illustrated  
in Figure 8. There are six main steps to generalize the query which are described as follows. 
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Figure 8. Illustrates the main steps of our generalization scheme 
 
 
3.3.1. Input Images (Formulation Query) 
Our system shows the user some images from dataset (user interface). The user has to 
select some images example (2-5 images) represent his needs to formulate query, as shown  
in Figure 9. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. User interface of our system 
 
 
3.3.2. Concepts of Images 
In the dataset each image annotated with a concept, we use Image Net dataset this 
collection annotated from Word Net. After the user formulates his query, our system has to 
extract the concepts of each image in the query of those concepts which we called concept 
query as shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Images and their corresponding concepts 
 
 
3.3.3. Hypothesis Space (Relationships) 
After finding concepts of the query our system begins searching for all the relationships 
between concepts query. All relationships in all kinds of concepts hierarchy are called 
hypothesis space. 
 
3.3.4. Finding the Appropriate Relationship (hMAP) 
After creating the hypothesis space our system has to find the appropriate relationship 
gathering those concepts. The max a posterior represents this relationship. 
 
3.3.5. Hidden Concepts 
Hidden concepts are the concepts that are linked with concepts query by  
the appropriate relationships selected in the concept hierarchy. 
 
3.3.6. Results 
Finally our system searches all images annotated with concept query and hidden 
concepts, and shows results to the user. For the sake of clarity, let us illustrate this by a simple 
example. Suppose that we have 3 positive examples i.e., X= {Lion, Giraffe, Zebra},  
the hypotheses we can consider as candidate to be the concept C are: Animal, Mammal, Africa 
animal. We calculate the posterior probability of each hypothesis according to (1).  
The hypothesis that obtains the highest score is considered as C.  
After determining C, we give back the user the images annotated with all the concepts 
of leaf nodes under C i.e., we consider the concepts contained in the query together with those 
which are not contained (i.e., hidden concepts). Indeed, this could help in improving the quality 
of retrieval results. The steps of our algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1: Generalization of query 
Begin 
1: INPUT: X = {x1, x2, …xn} 
2: Compute posterior probability P(h|X) of all hypotheses h in CHa, CHb and CHc  
according to (1) :          
3: Find the Max a posteriori hMAP according to (5):  
4: Select appropriate CH and the C. 
5: Find Hidden Ci (The concepts under C and which didn’t appear in the query) 
6: OUTPUT: Result of images Ii annotated by all leaf nodes under the concept C.  
End 
 
3.4. Examples of Generalizing Queries in Our Formwork 
Now, let us explain, by examples, how our proposed method works. In our case,  
the system presents a sample of images to the user, then the user selects images supposed to 
be similar to what he is looking for. Our proposed approach uses, thereafter, the annotations 
assigned with those images in order to discover the hidden relationship between the concepts 
contained in the query. For example, the generalizing of the queries Q1, Q2 and Q3 shown in 
Figures 11-13 are respectively demonstrated in Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3. 
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Figure 11. Illustration of the Query Q1 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12. Illustration of the Query Q2 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13. Illustration of the Query Q3 
 
 
3.4.1. Generalizing Query Q1 
Concepts Query: X= {leopard, ocelot, Tiger, Cougar}  
n=3 
Hypothesis h 
− Animal 
− Mammal 
− Feline  
− Carnivores 
Size of each hypothesis |h| 
− |Animal|=100 
− |Mammal|=86 
− | Feline |=5 
− |Carnivores|=34 
Maximum a Posteriori hypothesis hMAP: Through the results given by Table 1 the Maximum a 
Posteriori hypothesis of the Query 1 is hMAP = Feline. 
Hidden concepts: Lion, Jaguar, Panther, Lynx.  
 
 
Table 1. Generalization of the Query Q1 in each Concept Hierarchy 
Concept hierarchy Hypothesis h Posterior probability P(h|X) 
CHa 
Mammal 0.56 
Animal 0.23 
Feline 0.87 
CHb Carnivores 0.55 
CHc No relation matched / 
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3.4.2. Generalizing Query Q2 
Concepts Query: X= {Gazelle, Elk, Two-toed Sloth, Elephant, Gnu} 
n=5 
Hypothesis h 
− Animal 
− Mammal 
− Herbivores 
Size of each hypothesis |h| 
− |Animal|=100 
− |Mammal|=86 
− |Herbivores|=15 
Maximum a Posteriori hypothesis hMAP :Through the results given by Table 2 the Maximum a 
Posteriori hypothesis of the Query 2 is hMAP= Herbivores 
Hidden concepts: Giraffe, Hippopotamus, Gorilla, Koala, Caribou, Elk. 
 
 
Table 2. Generalization of the Query Q2 in each Concept Hierarchy 
Concept hierarchy Hypothesis h Posterior probability P(h|X) 
CHa 
Mammal 0.56 
Animal 0.23 
CHb Herbivores 0.86 
CHc No relation matched / 
 
 
3.4.3. Generalizing Query Q3 
Concepts Query: X= {Lion, Zebra, Elephant} 
n=3 
Hypothesis h (all nodes that gather the concepts) 
− Animal 
− Mammal 
− Africa animals 
Size of each hypothesis |h| (number of leaf nodes/son nodes) 
− |Animal|=100 
− |Mammal|=86 
− |Africa animals|=15 
Maximum a Posteriori hypothesis hMAP: Through the results given by Table 3 the Maximum a 
Posteriori hypothesis of the Query 3 is hMAP= Africa animals. 
Hidden concepts: Lion, Gnu, Gorilla, Chimpanzee. 
 
 
Table 3. Generalization of the Query Q3 in each Concept Hierarchy 
 
 
 
The obtained results of Q1, Q2 and Q3 illustrated in Figure 14. Through the above examples, 
we find that the algorithm is capable to generalize in any concept hierarchy and find the 
appropriate relationship between concepts whatever the kind of the relationship. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Concept hierarchy Hypothesis h Posterior probability P(h|X) 
CHa 
Mammal 0.56 
Animal 0.23 
CHb No relation matched / 
CHc Africa animals 0.96 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
 
(c) 
 
Figure 14. Results of some example queries: (a) results: generalization in CHa with  
relationship (Feline); (b) Results: generalization in CHb with relationship (Herbivores animals); 
(c) results: generalization in CHc with relationship (Africa animals) 
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4. Experiments 
4.1. Dataset 
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we carried out our 
experiments on ImageNet dataset [28]. It contains 14,197,122 images in 21,841 categories 
indexed according to the hierarchy of WordNet [29]. A category in ImageNet corresponds to a 
synonym set (synset) in WordNet. ImageNet covers a subset of the nouns of WordNet, 
organized in 12 high level categories, (e.g. animal, Plant, instrumentality...). In the present work, 
we focus on the animals category. We select, 100 synsets of animals to create our dataset 
which is made up of 111,135 images (we choose those synset to formulate three concept 
hierarchy each synset have a relationship in all concept hierarchy). Then, these images are 
organized according to three hierarchies, one is that of ImageNet According to family CHa and 
we add two others which are (According to diet CHb and According to region of living CHc) as 
described above. 
 
4.2. Scenario of Experiments 
To perform experiments, we have invited 20 participants. Each participant supplies a 
query made up of 2-5 positive images. This test allows us to truly investigate the ability of our 
method in meeting human thought and intentions. We compare the performance of the 
proposed method with another one from the state of the art [23]. 
 
4.3. Evaluation Metrics 
To evaluate the performance of our method, we use the Precision and Recall metrics, 
which are given by: 
 
 
(6) 
 
 
(7) 
 
to provide an objective evaluation of our algorithm, we launched several queries and measured 
the precision and Recall of each query. The obtained results are shown in Figure 15 and  
Figure 16.  
 
4.4. Results and Discussion 
Figure 15 shows the number of relevant images. The results show that the proposed 
method significantly outperforms the method in [23]. This may be attributed to the fact that we 
haven’t restricted ourselves to only one concept hierarchy and we have generalized the query 
using 3 different hierarchies.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 15. The number of relevant images in our system and conventional system 
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To confirm the strength of the proposed method, we report the average precision-scope  
(Figure 16(a)) and precision-recall (Figure 16(b)) curves for both our method and the method  
of [23]. We can see that the proposed method overcomes the method in [23]. In summary, from 
the experiments we have conducted, we note that the proposed method is capable to detect  
the appropriate generalization level in the different hierarchies (CHa, CHb and CHc). This is 
unlike the existing methods which are limited to a single hierarchy. Therefore, our method is 
capable to understand the user intention and retrieve the targeted images by the user. 
Experimental results have demonstrated that our method yields better results than those based 
on a single hierarchy. 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 16. The average precision-scope and precision-recall curves of  
conventional system and our system 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
In this work, we have proposed a new method for image retrieval based on query 
interpretation. Specifically, we have used multiple concept hierarchies to generalize the query 
and understand the user intention. Our system is capable to choose the appropriate 
generalization level among several concept hierarchies and give the best results in image 
retrieval. Experiments show that the proposed method significantly outperforms  
the conventional approach. In a future work, one could introduce a pre-processing step which 
consists in eliminating outliers from the query before performing the retrieval. Considering such 
an aspect could probably lead to improve the retrieval results. 
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